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I. INTRODUCTION
Stanford University and the University of California at Los
Angeles record in this Final Report, the results of a one-year study
to prepare a preliminary analysis and design definition of a drag-
free satellite for geodynamics. The work was performed under NASA
contract NSR 05-020-379 which was awarded in response to our proposal
[Ref. 1i]. The work reported is principally in three areas. The
first is the study of orbit selection and tracking requirements for
determination of the temporal variations in the gravity field. The
second is the development of an orbit-theory describing the short-
period variations in low altitude orbits designed for determination
of the higher tesseral harmonics in the spatial variations of the
gravity field. The third area is satellite design. Several aspects
of drag-free satellite design as applied to geodesy have been stud-
ied in detail and combined in preliminary satellite configurations.
A drag-free satellite follows an internal unsupported proof
mass shielded from all external surface forces by the satellite.
Since only gravitational forces act on the proof mass, it follows a
purely gravitational orbit. A control system in a satellite senses
the relative position of the satellite with respect to the proof
mass and actuates reaction jets forcing the satellite to follow the
proof mass. The satellite therefore also follows a purely gravita-
tional orbit [Ref. 2]. This concept has been developed to a high
degree at Stanford University under NASA Grant NsG 582 and was inde-
pendently proposed at UCLA for aeronomy studies in 1962 [Ref. 3].
There are two principal advantages of a drag-free satellite for
geodesy. First, the satellite cancels surface forces which might
mask the small variations in the gravitational fields; hence, it
protects the long period perturbations due to weak effects from dis-
tortion and allows them to become large enough to be measured.
Secondly, the altitude of the satellite can be made lower without
introducing additional disturbances to the satellite ephemeris. It
is possible, therefore, to enhance the effect of the higher gravita-
tional harmonics for either direct measurement by differentiating
Doppler signals or through the long period perturbations that result
from resonance-type effects.
The orbit selection analysis is presented in detail and re-
commendations are presented for a high altitude mission designed for
determination of the temporal gravity variations. Tracking require-
ments have been studied for both high and low missions, and recommend-
ations for these missions are given. An orbital theory for short
period perturbations on near-circular orbits is being developed and
a portion of this work is presented in this report.
.The preliminary design of the drag-free satellite is signifi-
cantly influenced by whether the satellite should spin or not. The
primary reason for spinning is to attenuate the effect of disturb-
ing forces on the proof mass; therefore, a study of the effect of
proof mass disturbances is reported here. We have concluded the
analysis and experimental verification of the feasibility of a
translation control system operating on a spinning vehicle. Com-
patibility of a drag-free satellite control system on a spinning
vehicle is therefore established.
We have also developed and simulated a special control law for
spinning vehicles which allows the use of integral control in a ro-
tating reference frame. In this way, it will be possible not only
to obtain the averaging of the body-fixed disturbances on the proof
mass, but also attenuate the effect of the systematic offsets of
the proof mass required to actuate the control system in the pre-
sence of external disturbing forces which have a fixed orientation
with respect to the orbit. These two results should relax some of
the requirements for uniform distribution of mass and very tight
control over the location of all parts of the satellite that are
required to minimize the mass attraction disturbance to the proof
mass and the gradient in this force which produces disturbances in
the presence of a control system offset. An interesting coupling
phenomenon in gravity stabilized drag-free satellites which was discov-
ered and discussed in our earlier geodesy study [Ref. 4] has been in-
vestigated more thoroughly and all coupling paths that influence both
the natural frequencies and the damping of the natural behavior of the
vehicle have been investigated. In addition to the pitch-plane effect
discussed in Ref. 4, a similar coupling mechanism in roll-yaw has been
discovered and is described. We have completed two preliminary drag-
free satellite designs and recommended the one which yields the simplest
satellite design for the first drag-free satellite geodesy mission.
Our design work on the drag-free geodesy satellite continues to
benefit from our other contracts and associations. In our role in the
TRANSIT Navigation Satellite program, we have established an unusually
stimulating and productive working relationship with the Applied Physics
Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University [Ref. 5]. We have designed,
and are building, a drag-free control system for the next TRANSIT Sat-
ellite which is expected to be launched in the middle of 1971. We have
continued our work on drag-free design for a Relativity Experiment
[Ref. 6], and the work on our unsupported gyro project [Ref. 7].
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II. ORBITS AND TRACKING TO DETERMINE TEMPORAL
VARIATIONS IN THE GRAVITY FIELD
A. INTRODUCTION
The task is to determine (1) the orbits most sensitive to var-
iations in the tidal properties and air mass shifts in the earth;
(2) the best distribution of tracking stations to measure the per-
turbations of the orbit resulting from these variations and mass
shifts.
B. ORBIT SELECTION
i. Tidal Effects
As discussed in the Final Report for the preceding contract, the
earth's tidal potential for artificial satellite perturbation can
be comprehensively described by Eq. 22 in that report [Ref. 8].
T = m K2mpq k+ Fkmj ( ) Gkj(2j-k) (e )
mpqhkj
S I~ , cos k even
Q2hkm 2h(' 1 )m sin k odd
(1.1)
-sin k evenI
(-)m cos k oddJ
*[vkmj(2j-k)( ) " pq( t, M" *)
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All components of Eq. 1 are defined in the previous final report.
For the present discussion, it can be divided into three parts:
1) those parts which are fixed by the properties of the
moon's and sun's orbits, and by the product-to-sum
conversion of sperical harmonics: K2mpq' Q2hkm and
*
2mpq
2) those parts which depend on the tidal properties of
the earth, K2h and (k2 e), the coefficients of the hth
zonal harmonic in the Love number and phase lag, which we
hope to determine from the orbit; and
3) those parts which depend on the artificial satellite orbit,
(R/a)k+lFkmj Gkj(2j-k) and vkm(2j-k) , which this study
is intended to select.
To simplify Eq. 1.1, let us confine our attention to the half-
dozen or so terms for the moon and sun respectively which have the
largest amplitudes K2mpq. Examining Table A.2 in the previous
report, these terms are those for mpq of 200, 100, 110, 201,
and 210. The largest omitted term, mpq 101, is less than 5% of
the leading term, mpq 200.
Combining the two factors K2mpq 2hkm
, 
we get Table I-1.
In Table I-1, terms with k = 1 have been omitted because they
imply a meaningless shift of the earth's center of mass, and Moon
terms with 2 - 2p + q 0 have been marked with asterisks because
they entail frequencies of more than one cycle/month, and hence,
upon integration are not so much amplified by a small divisor. Re-
calling that
Go-_t(e) = Gt (e) = 0; (1.2)
defining the operator
-4-
TABLE I-1
FIXED FACTORS K2mpqQ2hkm OF TIDAL DISTURBING FUNCTION
10 7 x planetary units
hk = 02 hk = 22 hk = 42 hk = 13 hk = 33
m p q Moon Sun Moon Sun Moon Sun Moon Sun Moon Sun
1 0 0 .441* .213 .210* .102 -.084" -.041 .176* .085
1 1 0 -. 427 -.206 -.204 -.099 .081 .040 -.170 -.082
2 0 0 2.12* 1.03 -.606* -.295 .101* .049 .424* .206 -.283* -. 138
2 0 1 .409* .061 -. 117* -.017 .019* .003 .082* .012 -. 055* -.008
2 1 0 .186 .089 -.053 -.025 .009 .004 -037 .018 -.025 -.012
cos k even
Khkm = 2h (-1)m sinIk odd
(1.3)
-sin k even
+ (k)h 1 m cos k odd
and writing out Vkmj(2jk) and v*mp we get as our working poten-kmj(2j-k) 2mpq'
tial:
terms h = 0:
0I  x To = 2.12F 2 2.G 2 o ()Mo22 -2wi +M) + 2(0-l,)
+ 1.03F 2 IG 2 o1 0 ( Mo 2 {-2(W +M0 )+ 20}
(1.4)
-0.427Fl~Gar o Mox 10-Q4
+0.213FlG 2 lo Mo2 1 -2( w+M) +
-0.206F 2 1 1 G2 o Mo2 1 0;
terms h = 1:
10 x T1 = 0.206 F3 2 1G3 .- l(.RMls I -2, u +(,m) + 2
+ F3 2 2 G3 21 Ma3  '-2 O +1W+) + 20jj
(1.5)
L 0,1L,,F1 G3)I.,( )n M, -,
+ F1G E!M131jM+Q0,j]-6-;
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terms h = 2:
10' xT = -0.606F2aiGao0( IM222 -2() +M,) + 2(0-Ij)}
- 0.295F2 2 iG2 1 0 )o M2J 22 -2( m+M) + 2Q0
3  (1.6)
- 0.204F2 Ga o MG10 a 1
+ 0.102F2 11G 21 o ( M 2a2 -2 (w+M2) + 0
- 0.099F 21IG21o() M2 2 i ;
terms h = 3:
107 x T3 = 0 .138[F 3 2IatG -1 ) MS32{ J-2( m +I1,) +2n}
(1.7)
+ F3 2 2 G3 1 (~a M3-3 2 m-2 (W+ )+ 2 ;
and terms h = 4:
107 x T' = 0.081F 2 1 laG2 a M21 ,) (1.8)
Note in Eqs. 1.4 and 1.6 that terms with the same value of m
have the same ratio of amplitudes, but that the ratio differs for
m = 1 and m = 2. Hence,from a single satellite, there seems to be hope
to separate T 2 from T and T from T .
2 -3 1
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Since the exponents on (R/a) are small, we can allow a semi-major
axis a large enough to permit a big eccentricity e to determine
T1 and T . The choice of inclination I then should make
(1) the factors Fkmj and dF kmj/dI large; and
(2) the rates (k-2j)! + m small, for terms other than the
lunar mpq = 200.
Since
} 1 - 5cos21
-r J (1.9)0 2cosl '
inclinations for zero rates are
0: 90 °
(6+21: 00 or 101.50
-(6+20: 78.50 or 1800,
(+6: 460 or 1070; and
-L+ 6: 730 or 1340
The inclination functions Fimp, with inclinations for maximum
F~mp and aFQmp:
F211 = -3 sin I cos 1/2: 450,1350;00,900
Fas, = 3 sina2 /2 900;450 ,1350
F3 11 = 15 sina (1+3 cos 1)/16 00,700;350,900
- 3(1+cos 1)/4:
F31 = 15 sin 2 1 (1-3 cos I)/16 400;00,900
- 3(1 - cos 1)/4
F321 = 15 sin 1(1-2 cos 1-3 cosal)/8: 350;00,720
F .22 = -15 sin I(1+2 cos 1-3 cos2 I)/8: 720;450,900
-8-
An inclination around 700 - 750 thus seems preferable for a first
satellite, and around 450 for a second satellite. Since
Gsa-z = G3 21 = e(1-ea)-/2 a (1.11)
an inclination at least 0.25 seems desirable to determine the odd
zonal harmonics in the tidal properties. Then, assuming a perigee
height of at least 800 km for good tracking coverage,
a/R > 1 .5 (1.12)
This produces a significant damping factor (R/a)4 of less than 0.2.
It therefore should be examined whether the absolute magnitude of these
tidal perturbations are larger than the anticipated errors in the
gravity field which might alias the tidal effects.
The perturbations which will be used the most, even if the satellite
is drag free, are those of the orientation of the orbital plane, 2Q
and Al. For Al, the usual Lagrangian planetary equation
1 rAT T 11 F Lpcot I - qcsc I , (1.13)
na(1-e )
1 -3/2
where n is the mean motion, p 2a
Substituting Eqs. 1.1 and 1.3 for T and integrating
2A = L K2mpq a kmj kj( 2 j-k)Q2 hkm
mpqhkj
(1.14)
(k-21)cot I - m csc I
Vkmj(2j-k) mpq "hkm(kmj(2j-k) 2mpq)
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The largest term for all but polar satellites probably would be the
second in T , Eq. 1.4, mpqhkj = 200021. Substituting from Eq.0
1.4, and writing out F 221G210
-1 .54x 10-'/R1 sin IIAnooo = na(1-e )a 5. )6-o.
(1.15)
Mo 2( -m-M 0 )}
The nodal motion
n 2 , cos I (1.16)
For a/R = 1.5, e = 0.25, I = 72.50, h will be -0.0000895 in
"planetary" units, radians/806.8 sec: or -0.550/day; J2 is 0.001083;
+ M is about 0.990/day, or 0.0001607. Hence
AI2ooo2i = 1.62x 10'Mo-22{2(O-w0 -M0 )} (1.17)
with period 3600/2 (0.550 + 0.990) = 117 days.
The expected magnitude of M is 0.3 cos - 0.03 sin, whence022
-4
the amplitude of 200021 will be 0.49 x 10 rad, or 10 arc sec, or
460 meters. The phase lag effect then will be about 40 meters.
The largest effect of north-south asymmetry in tidal properties
on the 72.50 orbit will depend very much on the rate. The perigee motion
4( 1-e2I ( (5 cos 2 1-1) = -.0000814, (1.18)
whence
-10-
t - 2( ,+A) + 26 = -.0005818 = -3.56 0 /day
-, - 2(Yb+rt) + 2 -.0004190 = -2.560 /day
(1.19)
i + 0 - f = -.0001723 = -1.05 0 /day
-L + 0 - t = .0000005 = .00/day
The last of these effects will be too close to secular to make it
readily distinguishable. Referring to Eq. 1.10, we see F311 is
close to a maximum, so that the third effect, of 342 day period,
seems most interesting. Substituting from Eqs. 1.5, 1.10, 1.11 in
Eq. 1.14
AiI0131 = -0.17x 10- ai( e 2 )R
[ isinal(1+3 cos I) - 3-(+cos I)] (1.20)
cot -CSC 1 1 (0+0- 0,
For a/R = 1.5, e = 0.25, 1 = 72.50,
AI1o031 = -2-3x 10-'M 3 (w+0-0) (1.21)
The largest magnitude of M131 we might reasonably expect is
0.03 sin - 0.01 cos, whence the amplitude of Al110131 will be
-8 103
7.0 X 10 rad, or 0.015 arc sec, or 0.8 meters, and the phase lag
effect about 0.3 meters. As indicated by Table I-1, these effects
will be enhanced by the sun almost 50% in a term differing in rate by
--.
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The expected l 110131 is thus too small for an almost annual
period to be confident about distinguishing it. There does not seem
much hope by reducing the eccentricity, and hence, the semi-major axis.
If we assume the perigee radius to be fixed, then the semi-major axis
-l
a will be proportionate to (l-e) and from Eqs. 1.16, 1.18, 1.20,
the Al1 1 0 1 3 1  dependence on eccentricity will be
A110o131 C ( e 2)31e)_ (1-e )- l(1-e)"/2
(1.22)
e
1+e
which is an increasing function of eccentricity.
Hence, perhaps the attempt to determine the asymmetric variation in
tidal properties should be anandoned in favor of optimizing for deter-
mining the symmetric variation, whose leading effect would be through
either the second or third term in Eq. 1.6, mpqhkj 200221 or 110221.
Substituting in Eq. 1.14
-0.462 x 10-'7 3R sIin I2 oM,) = n (l'e ("-) si M- 2 { ' 0 -M ;(1.23)na ( e a 1- AO
-0.306 x 10-' a cos I
(1.24)
0.188x 0-, M (- ,),
using Eq. 1.16 and Kepler's law. For a polar orbit of zero eccentricity,
lo0.288 x 10-= naa aMa 2 2 -o-M) , (1.25)
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in planetary units. For an a/R of 1.15,
Alaoo222 = 0.177 x 103Ma 2 2 2(f- 0-M)O } (1.26)
Taking 0.03 cos - 0.01 sin as the largest magnitude of M which222
-5
might be expected, the amplitude of l 2 00 2 2 1 will be 0.5 x 10
or 1.0 arc sec, or 40 meters, and the phase lag effect about 15
meters.
Given a drag-free system, it is worthwhile to explore further the
in-plane perturbations. At the precision entailed for these tidal ef-
fects, the drag-free capability is still necessary to eliminate radia-
tion pressure in orbits too high to be affected significantly by the
atmosphere. The eccentricity effect
= (1-ea) . T
nad e w (1.27)
Substituting Eqs. 1.1 and 1.13 for T and integrating
Ae O-e 2)i K k FkmjG
- (1ae K2mpq F kj (2j-k)
mpqhkj
(1.28)
k - 2 ( 2 j
Qlhkm -hkm km) (2j-k) -/moq)kmj (2j -k) - 2mpq
Eq. 1.28 differs from Eq. 1.14 by a factor
(k-2i)(1-e 2 )sin I
rm - (k-2j)cos ile
Applying this factor to the asymmetric case mpqhkj = 110131, Eq. 1.20,
we get
-13-
"0. 17 x 10-R7 4 s  1e13101 na (1 ') sin (1+3 cos I) - 4(1+cos ]
(1.29)
For a/R = 1.5, e = 0.25, 1 = 72.50,
Ae o31 = -1.2x10-M,3(u+-n)), (1.30)
about five times as large as the inclination effect, Eq. 1.21. Further-
more, for a/R = 1.15, e = 0.00,
Aello31 = -4-3x 10-sMI1a(t(+0n-n , (1.31)
or about 14 meters amplitude and 5 meters phase lag effect for the
maximum likely M1 3 1 of 0.03 sin - 0.01 cos, adding 50% for the
solar effect.
In any case, it seems clear that the orbit should not have sig-
nificant eccentricity, should have appreciable inclination, 700 to 900,
and be of a minimum attitude compatible with good observational coverage,
say, 1000 km.
2. Air Mass Shift Effects
For purposes of satellite orbit perturbation, such mass shifts
can be expressed as a surface density layer 0 in terms of zonal har-
monics
a = {Citcos fit + Sitsin fit}Po(sinp) (1.32)
where f. is frequency in radians per unit time.
The corresponding potential A, using the standard formulae for a
-14-
surface layer effect:
A = 4TGRI (R/2+ 1 ICit cos fit + Sitsin fit P,o(sin:) (1.33)
Applying the usual transformation to Kepler elements, the result-
ing long-periodic terms
A = 2TTGR (R/a) FopGm(p- ) N i t + "2p i 2 i
it p=1
(1.34)
where the angles p are
*li p = fit + (4-2p)w (1.35)
*2itp = fit - (L-2p)w;
and the operators Njilp are
N C o 1 even + S in & even
i i sn odd it - todd
(1.36)
. even in even
2i Cit sin + Sil cos odd
.t odd C odd
Using Eqs. 1.13 and 1.27, we get the resulting perturbations of
the inclination and eccentricity
S 2TTGR ot I (R/a) F
A2 = )ot I 2L+1 Pop
na e I pj (1.37)
( t- 2P)Nj
Gp(2p-t) jip iipjip
-15-
2rrGR 2 (R/a) '
e = (na e 2+1 Ft, op
i ,pj (1.37)
cont
(4-2p)N.Gtp(2p-t) Nj i Jtp j itp
f itp
Similar to even degree zonal harmonics in the earth's fixed gravity
field, even degree zonal harmonics in the time-varying gravity will not
have a perceptible effect on the action elements of a circular orbit.
Hence, we are interested in effects on the angle elements, in particular,
the node
csc 1 ..
na(1-e~) i
2nTGR cs (R/a) (1.38)
na2 (1-e i +
S G  N tp (1.39)aI tp(2p-4) i
j i p
where Njip *ji p  is the integral of Njiep ji p with respect to
jiep ,
Maps of seasonal variation in air pressure [Ref. 9] suggest that
the annual variation could have magnitudes on the order of a millibar
for the second and third zonal harmonics. Neglecting phase, this sug-
gests for Eq. 1.32, Z = 1,2:
PI 10 -3 x 108 -9
Ct P p 3  1 = .034x 10 plan. u.g 10o (1.40)
fl = 1 cycle year = 1.6x 10 -4 plan. u.
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where "plan. u." refers to a system where G = 1, earth's R, M = 1.
The leading effect of the second zonal harmonic will be on the node
with ap = 21
2nTTGR ( 3 F2o1 G C 2 sin flt
= 2 fiR LCsc I a fi 7S 5na 2 (1-e2 )2 1
31tGR (R) 3  C . 2 sin ft (1.41)
5na 2 (1 -e2  2 I 2 f.
0.4x 10.  R cos I sin 1.6x 10 4 t
na 2 (1-e') 2 .a/
For a/R = 1.15, e = 0.00, 1 = 72.50
A01st = 7.4x 10 -  sin 1 .6x 10 4 t
i.e., an effect of 0.015 arc sec or 0.5 meters.
As discussed by Munk & MacDonald [Ref. 9], however, the annual
variation of rotation of the earth would require a C12 about 15 times
as large as if it were due to mass shifts, so its effect on the node
would be about 8 meters.
C. TRACKING STATION DISTRIBUTION
The tidal effects analysis indicated that (1) a fairly high in-
clination would be desirable, and that (2) since only very low degree
harmonic effects will be perceptible, the orbit can be fairly high.
Consideration (1) requires that the tracking stations be well-distrib-
uted in latitude, but (2) that there need not be a great number of
stations. Distribution in longitude is also desirable so that the
tidal and mass shift effects will not be aliased by errors in tesseral
harmonic coefficients of the gravitational field. The orbital period
-17-
should, of course, avoid commensurability with the earth's rotation.
Since the errors in the latest determination of non-resonant tesserals
by Gaposhkin & Lambeck are equivalent to errors of a meter or less in
orbital oscillations of one cycle of more per day, these effects will
probably be less serious than those of errors in the fixed zonal har-
monics. The latter we should hope to discriminate by analyzing data
over a long enough span that the oscillations of the tidal and mass
shift effects dependent on the motion of the node () and the rates
of the forcing functions (w + M, fi., etc.) going through complete0 0 1
cycles.
The foregoing suggests that as few as six tracking stations might
suffice, provided that they were uniformly spaced over the globe--say
at latitudes of about 400 in each hemisphere, spaced at 1200 intervals
in longitude.
D. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The computer programs being developed in connection with Contract
NGR 05-007-280, Error Analysis of Earth Physics Satellite Systems, have
been adapted to make a more detailed analysis of orbit selection and
tracking station distribution for determination of the temporal varia-
tions in the gravitational field. The essential procedure is to calcu-
late the normal equations arising from analysis of a hypothetical series
of observations, and to invert these normals to determine the standard
deviations and correlation coefficients of the parameter sought. Only
by such analysis can effects which are stochastic (such as weather)
or awkward to express in Fourier series (such as nonuniform station dis-
tribution) be estimated.
E. CONCLUSIONS
This study indicates that the use of the drag-free capability to
determine temporal variations of the gravity field is quite distinct
from its use to improve knowledge of the spatial variations in the
field. For the temporal variations, we wish to cancel out surface
-18-
forces over a long time on the order of a year, and the low harmonic
degree of the effects allows the relatively high altitude desirable
not only to enable long term drag-free performance, but also to give
ground tracking coverage. For the spatial variations, we wish to push
the satellite to as low an altitude as possible, in order to sense as
short wavelength effects as possible. Satellite-to-satellite tracking
is essential, and the orbit can be short-lived: long enough to yield
a spacing of equator crossings equal to the half-wavelength we aspire
to resolve: 20,000/(16 x 250) = five days initially, 20,000/(16 x 100)
= 13 days eventually, if a circular orbit; as many weeks, if eccentric.
It is therefore recommended that to determine temporal variations
in the gravity field:
(1) The orbit be
a) of inclination 700 to 800 (to get at least one revo-
lution of the node in a year);
b) nearly circular;
c) of 1050 km altitude (period 106.4 min., avoiding com-
mensurability with anything less than a 2 7th degree
tesseral harmonic).
(2) The drag-free capability last at least one year.
(3) The tracking be from a distant satellite, if possible.
But if from the ground, the stations should be well distri-
buted, say, at least one per 900 x 900 x 90' quadrant of
the globe.
These recommendations will be refined by the numerical error anal-
ysis, which is also being applied to the question of circular vs eccen-
tric for a minimum altitude drag-free satellite designed to determine
the spatial variations. These analyses will test tracking distributions
of likely realization, such as those suggested by the ISAGEX project.
Since the satellite recommended herein will have global coverage
and a well-determined orbit, it is suggested that it be considered
for tracking of, and data relay from, ocean buoys, if significant econ-
omy in buoy transmitter power or tracking accuracy (compared to a geo-
synchronous satellite) would result.
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III. ORBIT ANALYSIS
List of Symbols
a semi-major axis
c£m earth gravity coefficient
f true anomaly
F disturbing function
2 1
i inclination
IM  inclination of lunar orbit with respect to the equator
Is inclination of solar orbit with respect to the equator
J2 3/2 J2(Ro/h2)2
J m earth gravity coefficient
aM mean position of moon as measured from perigee
as  mean position of sun as measured from point of closest
approach
M mean anomaly
r distance to satellite
rM semi-major axis of moon's orbit
r semi-major axis of earth's orbit about sun
s
R radius of earth
R portion of disturbing function due to the earth
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RM  portion of disturbing function due to the moon
R portion of disturbing function due to the sun
S earth gravity coefficient
u M+w
U' f +
Sintrack fluctuation
6 latitude
E eccentricity of satellite's orbit
EM eccentricity of moon's orbit
E eccentricity of earth's orbit about sun
s
E cos W
E sin w
E O t
M  M +M
e £ +
s s s
. mass parameter of earth
4M mass parameter of moon
ks  mass parameter of sun
p i/r
a cross-track fluctuation
CP longitude
CLm constant
am constant
Sposition of node
M position of node of lunar orbit with respect to earth
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W perigee position
W M location of perigee of moon's orbit with respect to earth
w earth rotation rate0
s location of pericenter of earth's orbit with respect to sun.
A. INTRODUCTION
As a result of the Williamstown meeting, a drag-free geodetic
satellite will very likely be placed into a nearly circular orbit
with an eccentricity of less than 10- 2  A radar altimeter may be
carried on the same flight.
The nongravitational errors in the drag-free satellite system
-10
are less than 10 g; however, the uncertainty in the geopotential
-7is of the order 10 g. Therefore, it is the purpose of this study
to develop an accurate orbit theory that is valid in principle for an
extended period of time (103 rev.), and includes all gravitational
-8
"orces up to at least 10 g.
The short period position and velocity fluctuations are computed
to second order in J2 and mean eccentricity. Thus, fluctuations
involving J2' J2, and EJ2 as well as the zonal and tesseral harmonic
coefficients Jm are retained. The lunar-solar gravitational effects
for zero eccentricity are also included. Omitted from the short-period
2 3fluctuations are all terms containing the factors EJ J 2 (. > 2),
etc., plus cross coupling terms between short period fluctuations in-
volving J2 and those involving the lunar-solar effects. The long
period fluctuations up to second order, obtained by integrating the long
period rates (accurate to third order), are valid away from tesseral
resonance and critical inclination.
B. DISTURBING FORCES
A study of the evolution of the orbit of a near-earth satellite
valie for geodetic purposes requires that one account for all the dis-
turbing forces that are likely to affect its motion. Ther zero order
force is the central portion of the field of the earth, 4/r
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The first order disturbing force includes only the leading zonal
harmonic J2. The second order (in J2) perturbing forces involve
all the remaining zonal and tesseral harmonics, as well as the lunar
and solar effects. The third order effects involve less-well-under-
stood physical phenomena. These include ocean and land tides (physical
deformation of the earth due to the lunar-solar gravitational forces
acting on the earth), polar wandering, parallax effects of the lunar
disturbing force, etc. As most of these third order effects (except
the last) are not accurately known, their effects can be at most qual-
itatively described and will not be considered in this paper. For a
discussion of the effects of tidal forces on satellite motion, the
reader is referred to a paper by Kozai [ll].
A second order theory will be presented here. The short period
terms are given to second order in J2 . As the solution is to be
valid for an extended period of time (10 rev), the long period and
secular rates are computed to third order in J2 '
It is possible to carry artificial satellite theory beyond
second order. Deprit [12] has carried the solution to third order in
J2 for the short period terms and to fourth order in J2 for the
secular terms. However, only the leading zonal harmonic J2 was
carried in his disturbing function.
C. CHOICE OF VARIABLES
Since only near circular orbits are considered, the use of Kep-
lerian variables is undesirable. This is especially true in the case
of M and w, both of which lose their definition near e = 0. A
more suitable set is ai, ,u where = E cos w, = sin w,
u = M + w. The usual meaning is given to a,i,2 . In the case of
near zero inclinations, another variable change [13] is in order.
However, an equatorial orbit is of limited use for geodetic purposes
and will not be considered in this report.
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D. THE DISTURBING FUNCTION
The disturbing function for a satellite in an earth orbit may be
expressed as follows
F(a,i,qe,u, ) = R + RM + R (2.1)
where Re is the terrestrial component of the disturbing function,
and RM and Rs denote the portions due to the moon and sun respec-
tively. Re, RM, and Rs are expressed in terms of the orbital elements
by the expressions
RE (R) i Pm(sin 6) cos m(cp-pm) (2.2)r=2 m=0
R - - 1 (2.3)
M 2r 3  Lrr
2r M
M
2 - - 2
Rs [- ) 3 - 1] (2.4)
s 2r rr
s s
RE is expanded to second order in e and is expressed in terms of
and rj as
RE a m F mp(i)
a m p
[1 + po 2 + Q 2  ) 
- 2 p,m(u,Q,9E)
Q,p,+i1C-2p+1,m + S(-2p+l),m]
Q ,p,-1 Ca-J_2p-l,m - S-2p-l,m
(2 2
,p,+2 2 C - 2 p+ 2 ,m + 21 S -2p+2,m]
9Qp,-2 
- 2) C - 2 p- 2 ,m - 2 -S-2p-2,m]
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where
[(= + 1) ( - 2p)2]Q po = + 4 2
Qg,p,+l = 2 1) + +
Sp,-1 2 -
Q.1+1 + 9
j,p,-2 2 4 8
and
C(e-2p),m (u,,eE) = cos (-2p)u + m(-eE ) cpim
S (_-2p),mC(u,,eE) = sin ((-2p)u + m(eE -P in)
( (0e-m) even
It/2 C(-m) odd
F mp(i) 4 = .+m) ()k -2p
2 p!( -p) k k
2 k
-m-k-m-2p-2k
m-i+2p+2k
x sin (-
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where the summation of k is from k = max(O,e-m-2p) to
k = min(-m, 2J-2p); C m and Sim are related to J m and p m by
Cm = J. cos (M? )
m m im
S£m = J£m sin (mrm)
The lunar portion of F is computed from Eq. 2.3. It is expanded to
second order in M and E and is written as
2
Rm = 3/2 Anq Rpmn (i M)*
2r 3 ( 2_4-) p m n q
S(2-2p),m,n,q
+ (1-2p)[ C (2-2p+l),m,n,q + 9 S(2-2p+l),m,n,q
- (3-2p)[g C(2-2p-1),m,n,q 
- r S(2-2p-1),m,n,q
(2.6)
+ - - ( 2 - 2 p)] (2 + ) C(22p),m,n,q
+ [(2-2p)(--P) - -] j2) C
8 4 ((2-2p+2),m n,q
+ 2Eq S(2-2p+2),m,n,q]
+ [(2-2p)(11-p)- 2  C 2 2 p... 2
8 (2-2p-2),m,n,q
- 2 S(2-2p-2),m,n,q]
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where
C(2-2p ) ,m ,n ,q (u M ,' M, ,o M ) = cos[(2-2p)u+m( -QM )
+ (n+q) M+no M]
3(2 -2 p),m,n,q (U,£M ' 9'  ) = sin[ (2-2p)u+m( -1M)
+ (n+q) 1M+n 
M
where
p = 0,1
m = -2,-1,0,+1,+2
n = -2,0,+2
q = -2,-1,0,+1,+2
A 2 r 2 17n
nM2 M - 8
A n M n+l = -'
22
A =1 - 2n2 E
no
The solar portion of F is given by the same above expressions with
M s
IM -I
-2 s = 0
aM " s
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The elements of the array Rpmn(i,IM) are given by
3 2 23 2
RO,-2,-2 L sin I M 8 sin
R 3 sin IM(1-cos i)
0,-2,0 M
3 1 2 2 sin 1 22,+2 = - sin I M - sin(IM/2 (1-cos i)
3 2RO,-1, = sin IM sin (IM/2) sin i(l-cos i)
,-2 4 M M
RO,- ,0 = sin 2 sin IM  sin IM  sin i (1-cas i)
3 3 2(2.7)
RO,-I,+ 2 = -. sin IM+2 sin IM sin I 
sini(-ons i)
9 2 2
RO,,-2 =- 6 sin IM sin i
3 3 2 2
R,0,0  - sin I sin i
9 2 2
ROO,+2 = -- sin IM sin iO,0,+2 16 M
R sin IM(1-sin2 IM/2) sin i(l+cos i)
0,+1,- 2  M
3 2
RO = - sin I (1-2 sin2 IM2) sin i(l+cos i)
O,+l,+ 2  4 M
R ,+,+2 sin I sin 2 (I/2) sin i(+cos i)
0,+2,-2 8 M
R = - sin I (1+cos i) 2
0,+2,0 16 M
3 2 3 2 (I' 2
RO,+2, sin I M + 8 sin (IM/2 (l+cos i)
+2,+2 32 M -28-
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R1,-2,-2= O
R1,-2,0 = 0
R1,-2,+2 0
R1,-1,-2 = 0
R 0R1,-1o0
R1,-1,+2 =
R1,0,-2 =0
(2.7)
R 3 cos 2 i - 1)(1 cosin Int
1,0, 0  4 2 M
1 2 2
R sin I (9 cos i - 3)
1,0,+2 8 M
R = - 3 sin I (1 - sin I /2) sin i cos i1,+1,-2 2 M M
R 3 sin I (1 - 2 sin 2 IM/2) sin i cos i
1,1, 0  2 M
3 2
R ,+2 sin I sin (I /2) sin i cos i1,l,+2 2 M M
3 1 2 2 sin2  2
R +2 sin I - sin (I/2 sin i1,+2,-2 4  M Mj
3 2 2
R = sin I sin i
1,+2,0 8 M
[ 3 2 3 2 sin2
R L sin I + - sin (I /2 sin i
1,+2,+2 16 M 4 M
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E. METHOD OF SOLUTION
The intrack, cross-track, and radial position fluctuations are
determined with respect to a moving frame of reference defined by
the mean orbital elements whose secular and long period rates are to
be determined to third order. The short period radial and cross-
track fluctuations due to J2 and J were obtained in a paper by2 2
Petty and Breakwell [Ref. 14]. There the position fluctuations with
respect to the slowly moving frame of reference were determined
directly. The orbit position as measured from the mean node was
taken as the independent variable. The intrack fluctuations can thus
be determined also to second order by the solution to the time equa-
tion. The computation of the long period and secular rates of the
mean elements due to J2 is carried out by the same method as out-
lined in Ref. 14.
Since only the first three leading zonal harmonics were in-
cluded in this paper, the inclusion of the general zonal and tesseral
harmonics, as well as the lunar-solar effects, would render the
theory more complete. These effects are included but are obtained by
application of the Lagrangian planetary equations. The short period
intrack, cross-track, and radial position fluctuations, as well as
the long period rates due to the additional terms, are determined
directly. The tesseral harmonics contribute to no long period effects
except at resonance, in which case a commensurability exists between
the earth rotation and the satellite's mean motion. The interaction
between the short period fluctuations due to J2 and those resulting
from J (U > 2) and lunar-solar effects, also contribute to the long
period and secular rates. These effects are also obtained by appli-
cation of the Lagrangian planetary equations.
F. THE LAGRANGIAN PLANETARY EQUATIONS
The Lagrangian Planetary Equations can be written in terms of 5,
and u. For small eccentricity, these equations are
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da 2 )F
dt =na u
d2 1 F
dt 2
na sin i )i
d F cos i F
dt na2 na2 sin i )i
d 1 IF L cos i )F
dt 2 2na2 o na sin i 3i
di 1 cos i )F 1 _F
dt 2 2
na sin i )u na sin i , (2.8)
na sin i
du 1 cos i )F 2 F 1 _
na sin i )i na Ta na ~
0 8F ,F F
h = +-
G. THE SHORT PERIOD TERMS
The radial, intrack, and cross-track fluctuations due to the
second order part of the disturbing function (J2 excluded), are de-
termined from the relations
br = ba +[ sin u- cos u]a8u - a cos ubS - a sin uSb (2.9)
5P = bu + cos i 85 + [2 cos u + 2 sin u]5u
(2.10)
+ 256 sin u - 258 cos u
5a = a sin u 5i - a sin i cos u . (2.11)
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Equation 2.9 becomes
a' Z Z ) FJmp(i),di =1 a
m p
21 - P4p + 2 - 2p
x 2
£ -2p + m X' £ - 2 p + 1 + mX' - 2p - 1 + ' m
x cos [(-2p)u + m(O-9E l m) + '*m]
+ 1 s/r ) R (iI)
2 (/a 3) p m n pmn s
4 - 4p 1 - 2p (2.12)
(2-2p)(1+w')+' (2-2p) w'+(2-2p+1)+ '
3 - 2p
(2-2p)w'+(2-2p-1)+ X'ns
x cos (2 - 2p)u + mQ + n(s + W)
2+ I / Rpmn(i, I)
p m n
4 - 4 p 1 - 2p
(2-2p)(1+w')+n (2-2p)w'+(2-2p+1)+X'
mnm mnm
3 - 2p
(2-2p)w'+(2-2p+l)+)X'
mnm
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x cos [(2-2p)u + m(-M) + n( M + WM) ]
where p = 0, m = -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, n = -2, 0, +2 in the lunar and
solar contribution.
Equation 2.10 becomes
a m p ) Fmp(i
[ 2, + 2 3,- 4p + 1 - 2p -1 3(- 2p)
x- - +- 2
[a-2p+mx' )-2p+l+mX' a-2p-l+mX' ( -2p+mX' )2
X sin[(e-2p)u + m(S-OE - M) + *m] (2.13)
S1 s/r3 n (i,Is) 42 (/a 3 ) P pmn (2-2p)(w+l)+n s
(2 - 4p)
(2-2p)w +(2-2p+l)+X
mns
6 - 4 p (6 - 6p)
(2-2p)w'+(2-2p-l)+X' (2-2p)(w'+l)+' ns] 2
mns L mns
x sin[(2-2p)u + mn 2 n(e + )
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1 ( Jr /
+ 2 (/ Rpmn(iIm)
x -4 - (2 - 4p) (2
(2-2p)(W +l)+X 2-2p)w'+(2-2p+1)+X'
mnM mnM
-6 - 4 p 
- (6 - 6p)
+ ]-2
(2-2p)w' +(2-2p-1)+ [(2-2p)('+1)+mn
x sin (2-2p)u + m(Q - 0) + nM +MM
Equation 2.11 becomes
a 1 (R ) d Fjmp(i) 1
a 
-2 m p m a di [(t-2p)(1+w )+mX']
m p
X { sin[(e 
- 2p + 1)u + m(O - E - CPm) + m
+ sin[( 
- 2p 
- 1)u + m(Q 
- gE CEm im
1 ERO FM (i) (-2p)cos i - m
m sin(i) (-2p) (w'+)+mX'
m p
x sin[(I 
- 2p + 1)u + m(9 
- eE m) + £  i
sin [(P - 2p- 1)u + m(2- E E-~m)+ * m
1 s3 dR (i)/di
4 3s2 pmn(p/a ) p m n (2-2p)(n'+1) + s
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X sin (3 - 2p)u + m + n( s  + w
sin (1 - 2p)u + mQ + n(j + s)]
(1 r3R (i) (2-2p)cos i - m
sp pmn
+ /a) sin i (2-2p)(('+l)+'p m n mns
x sin [(3- 2p)u + m + n( s + (2.14)
sin 1(1 - 2p)u + m. + n( s + w)] cont
i (/r3) dR (i)/di
m 3m pmn
(i/a ) p m n (2-2p)(W' +1)+)mn M
x sin (3- 2p)u + m( - M) + n( M+W M)]
+ sin [(1 - 2p)u + m(O - Q) + n(M + WM)
mR ( (2 -2p)cos i-m
+ 4 p mE n sin i (2-2p)(W +1)+XmnM
' (p/n) in
x sin (3 - 2p)u + m( - QM) + n(M + WM)]
- sin (1 - 2p)u + m( S- M) + n(IM + oM)
where
8E  = WOteE 0
tO = angular rate of earth rotation
0+ 35-
-35-
mg + n6
mns
m + n6
mnM -
f
Sdw
d
a = e +
s s s
eM M M
The short period radial and cross-track position fluctuations
2due to J2 and J2  are determined in a paper by Petty and Breakwell
[Ref. 14]. Here, a noncanonical approach is followed with orbit
position taken as the independent variable. Only the leading zonal
harmonics J2' J3, and J4  are kept in the equations of motion.
The short period fluctuations are determined with respect to a slowly
rotating frame of reference. The intrack fluctuations are determined
by the solution to the time equation.
The radial and out-of-plane fluctuations are given to second
order in J2 as
21
- r 2[ + cos u' + sin u' + 2 2 sin
h
+ sin (2 - sin i)cos 2U'cos 2U
52
+ "Y sin i cos i)os 2U'
24
S= - J2 sin i cos i
1
+ - J2 sin i cos i(Q sin 2U' - i cos 2U')
524 sin i cos i sin 3U',
2-36-
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H. THE TIME EQUATION
Since the orbit position U' is being used as the independent
variable, its relationship to time is desired if the intrack position
fluctuations are desired. The time equation is carried to order J2 2
and JT where 2 = 3,5,7,... terms containing J2, J2 J are dropped
as these are indistinguishable from a slight adjustment of the mean
semi-major axis a . The time equation is written as
dt 1 d
dU' 1 + Cos i 11 - 2t cos U' - 2rj sin U'dU (2 1 2
- 2i (1 - sin i) - ~ sin i cos 2U'2 2 6 2
+ 3 (2 + 12) + 3( 2 _ 12 ) cos 2U'
+ 311 sin 2U' + 6 J2 ( cos U' + T sin U')
-2 1 2J2 + J2 sin i(S cos 3u + T sin 3U')
19 2 51 2S 2 in i cos U' - - 2 sin i sin U' (2.17)
2 .2 6 25 -2 2
+ 4J sin 2 i sin i cos 2U'2 6 2
-2 4 1 -2 2
-J2 sin i + 2 sin i cos 4U'
+ 3 2 sin i cos 2U' + 52 sin 2 i18 2 2
1 R Rco s i F ( i )
+ - J Pm- i) - 2(1 + 1) F (i)n iE m\al [sin i i ,m,
X cos[(e 
- 2p)U' + m( 
- E - m) + *m
MrM cos i Rpmn n ( i ' I M + 4 R
n3  2 sin 1 p, m,n
m,n,p
x cos [ (2 - 2p)U' + m(. 
- M) + n(i M + M ]
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S/r cos i R (i I )s s pm,n 1 s + 4R
n3 12 sin i 6i pm,n
m,.n, p
x cos [(2 - 2p)U' + mQ + n(Is + w )  (2.17)
s s cont
1 R cos i F+ J- 9 F - F
a;sin i ,o,U+1)/2i+3,5)7,-, -
- 2(+1) i(F io,(+I)/ 2 - F,o, 
-1/ 2 2)
fl R (1 Cos (±) cos i (1F
n (a 2 sin i 7I i,o,(U+l)/2
- 2'+l) (F ,o,(1+1)/ 2 - F,e.,(.-1)/ 2 )]
- 1 R (-1 Fn 9=3, 5,7 a 2 +1)/2 ,o,-1)/2
9. THE LONG PERIOD AND SECULAR RATES
In order to achieve a complete second order theory, the long
period and secular rates must be determined to third order in J2 and
mean eccentricity. When applying Lagrange's planetary equations to
the disturbing function (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6, the resulting expression con-
tains secular, long period (periodic in s and w), and short period
terms periodic in the mean anomaly. To obtain the mean rates of the
elements, it is not sufficient to average the short period terms
out when higher order terms are involved. The short period terms are
functions of the instantaneous elements which themselves contain
short period fluctuations. These couple with the short period terms
to produce higher order contributions to the long period and secular
rates of the elements. The resulting expressions are functions of
the mean elements and should not be confused with the instantaneous
elements. The secular and long period rates of the mean elements
are given in terms of the mean elements as
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di /R\ 1 COS i -F
dUt  J 2/ sin i \,,(+1)/2 U,,(-1)/2)
d=3,5,7,...
/r3 1 m
3 ( 3 nq mn s) sin i
4/a (1- E s)7
(2.18)
x sin[mP + (n+q)£, + n ]
M /rM 1 m
+ A R (iI M
3~/3  (1 2 nq Rmn M sin i
M m,n,q
x sin[m(2 - 2M) + (n+q)A M + nWM] ;
J- F J*-I- '2F, (2.19)h1 dh . Jt\ a [ - o,(,+1)/a F,o,(-l)/2 (2.19)
h d=3, 5,7, ...
d 1 -2 2 2d -J cos i + - J cos i (1- sin
dU' 2 2 2 3
_3 cs ~-7 .2 235 4
-J cos i - sin i + 235 sin i)2 2 36 72
a ) 1 6F .92
64,6,8,... a sin i i (2.20)
+ a 2 sin i 7- (F,o,(+I)/2 F,o,(J-1)/2
=3,5, 7,...
i+ 4 J 2 J(R+2 - sin i (- (Fe,o, +2)/2+ F,o,( -2)/2)
- 1 2 Ao/2
j4, 6 , 8 , . •
S-= (3 - 4 sin i)
sin i i
-(3 + sin i ( FF,o,(+2)/2 ( Fj,(-2)/2
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8 cos i 2 F,o,( +2)/2 + Fo,(-2)/2
3 cos i6 2
+ sin i (F,o,(+ 2 )/ 2 + F,o,( -2)/2
1 / 1 2, 1 I
- 3 cos i) 1
sin (- mnq +2)/2 o,-2)/2
+ 3 A nq si i Rmn(iIs
cosmn2 +(n+q)e + nw ]
lM/rM 11 m A 1 R (i'I2 3  2 nq sin i i R,m,n Im)
/a (1-EM)23 m,n, q
cos[m(N- M) + (n+q)l M + nwM]
3 4 M/r3  2  R (2.20)+ M 2 E 3 sin i 0im (i,IM) cont
4/a m, n
2 cos i 6R
COS i7
, "
- Romn (i ' I + OM n (iM
4 c2 i-sn-l j cos[m(C-2)+ n(kM+ M)
3 ~s 2( [3 sin i mn (i, Is)
a/ mn
2 cos2 i
cos i R (iIs) + COS Ro
6i2 omn s sin i om,n s
(4 cos i -3 mn4 sin ii-3 ~ . cos[mQ + n(.9 + w)]
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dU 2J2 (1 sin2 i) - 2 sin2 i sin2 i -
+ 1: Rf[mn(i (R1Tn
x T cos[m(O - M) + n(2 M + M)]
+ 5Ro,m,n (i, IM)( cos[m(- M ) + n(M M)]
(2.21)
- T sin[m(R-2M) + n(iM + wM)
+ s 3M3R (i I - C R n
4/a mn ,mn s sin i1
+ [cos ma + n( + Q ) )
+ 5 R (i(i,I) ( cos [mQ + n( + w )]om,mn s s s
X cos [m + n(s + ws)]
- T s4in mS + n(Ys s
5 2 +-2 1 2 1 2
dU' 2JTI 1 - sin i+ sin i + sin i
+ Q(2.22)
+ J R - 2Fo o,1/X /2,0i=4,6,8,..
+ 2F, o,(+2 2)Q ,(+2/2),+2
" , o, (iA/2)Qi, (B_2 2),_ 2
cos i F.o,(/2+ 2
sin i i
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+ ~ J (R - 1) [Fe Fe~2
x2 'e2oe,-4) --),i~)
7 .2
- .J si .)F
i3, ...
F0,0 , , 13) 2 Q~ Y- 3)/2, 1 2.2
+ (3j cos 2  i(F Q
++ l 0, I± re (.9+3)/2 ,(B+3)/2 + F
+ (3 .9. - ) O(,9 3)/2 Q i (i3)/2 (2.22
1 8)i[F ,o,( +)/2,(-+12,+2 A ,(+)/ 1
+ sin i co [F( )/Q Q F Q)2+
6 Y.90,(,-3)/2 i,(- 2- l+ i O(e1 2 , B1 2,
+ sini - )[Fo0,(+l)/2 a,(0+1)/2,+2 + ,o,(i+3)/2 0,(+3)/2,+2
8 s iF,o,(-1)/2 ,(-1)/2,+2 + ,o,(+5)/2 ~,(U+5)/2,21
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+ ,.., [3R1m n(i Is C 1 m i cos mQ + n(e + W)2 /a m,n ssin i C) i I I "  s
+ 5R 0mn(iIs) ( cos(m + n(£s + ws) + t sin[mQ + n(s +s(
r3  (2.22)
+1 p M 3R1COS . mn R 1 Cos [m(Q-1 )+n( M+ cont
+ 5Romn(iI )(r cos[m(n-2 Q)+n(i+wM) + t sintm(Q- ) + n(M + )
J. CONCLUSIONS
The question comes up as to what type of position fluctuations arise
as a result of the various disturbing forces. The following Table sum-
marizes these results.
Frequency
Disturbing Term (inplane fluc/orbit)
J2 2
EJ2 2, 4
J2 1, 3
J£m - 2p (p = 0,1,.,..)
EJ:m L - 2p + 1
lunar solar terms 2
(zero eccentricity)
Terms involving EJam are not carried in the solution since an almost
circular orbit is assumed. However, should the chosen orbit be slightly
eccentric, one would expect to observe, for example, due to EJ5 1,3,5
and 7, fluctuations per orbit. Should a frequency of I fluctuations per
orbit be observed, the contributing coefficients would be J , J+2 ...
)+4... E+1, J+3' E+5 ... etc.
The solution as presented is capable of fitting the observed data
for any time period. Alternatively, if the dynamical shape of the earth
-9
were known to at least 10 g, and the initial orbit were known to the
required accuracy, the solution is capable of one meter accuracy over an
extended period of time. As the solution is valid for a circular orbit,
the number of terms required is greatly reduced from that required for an
eccentric orbit. The solution is a purely literal form expressed in terms
of the elementary functions. It can be easily implemented on a computer.
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IV. SATELLITE DESIGN
A. PROOF MASS DISTURBANCES
1i. Effect of Proof Mass Disturbances on the Orbit
Satellite disturbing forces do not have an equal effect in per-
turbing a satellite from its gravitational path for all directions in
space. The relative effect on perturbations in different directions
due to forces acting vertically, intrack, and normal to the orbit plane
are shown for sinusoidal disturbances in Fig. IV-I. Forces acting
normal to the orbit plane displace the orbit plane until the component
of gravity, due to the displacement, equals the disturbing force. As
long as the disturbances vary slowly compared to orbital frequency,
assumed for each of the sketches in Fig. IV-i, the displacement is
independent of time, and is an equilibrium displacement like a force
acting against a spring. The same effect occurs for a vertical dis-
placement due to a vertical force. These effects are shown quantiia-
tively in the upper left-hand corner of Fig. IV-1. A vertical force
changes the radius of the orbit but it also changes its period. This
causes the satellite to change its position relative to the gravita-
tional path at a constant rate and the displacement increases with time.
Therefore, a sinusoidally varying vertical force produces a peak error
intrack which depends upon the frequency of the disturbance. A similar
effect is produced by intrack perturbing forces. In this case, however,
the orbital energy is changed resulting in a change in the radius.
Both these effects come from a single integration and their quantitative
effect as a function of the perturbing frequency is shown in the lower
left-hand corner of Fig. IV-I. The energy change produced by an in-
track force changes the radius linearly, changing the rate of the
displacement intrack linearly. As a result, the intrack displacement
increases as a double integration of the intrack perturbing accelera-
tion and therefore is more sensitive to the frequency of the perturba-
tion. The results are shown quantitatively in the right-hand part of
-11
Fig. IV-I. One-week perturbations at 10 gts produce an amplitude
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FIG. IV-1. EFFECT OF PROOF MASS DISTURBANCES ON ORBIT
of intrack perturbation that is barely detectable by the most ad-
vanced satellite tracking systems.
Disturbances intrack due to an intrack perturbation are the most
important perturbations to consider. If the body-fixed disturbing
forces that act on the proof mass always were aligned with the orbital
axes, it would be possible to put a significantly different specifica-
tion on the disturbance level for each direction. The normal atti-
tude motions, however, allow what is nominally the vertical or normal
axis to have a component along track which would couple as much as 10%
of the disturbances in these axes into the intrack direction. For
this reason, and because it is very difficult to permit large pertur-
bations in one direction without their appearing in all directions, the
specification value for the disturbance level on the proof mass will
likely be a single number and used as an isotropic design goal.
For a geodesy mission, intrack perturbations should be minimized
since a constant intrack perturbing force of very small magnitude can
produce significant changes as long as it acts in the same direction
for a long period of time. In Fig. IV-2, the effect of constant
intrack perturbations is plotted as a function of time and disturbance
acceleration level.
2. Disturbance Force Sources
Though the proof mass is "shielded" from the external environment
and thus from the large surface force effects of atmospheric and solar
radiation drag, there remain many other smaller sources of force on
the proof mass. An exhaustive list of these sources, the relation-
ships governing them, and calculations of representative magnitudes,
has been published by Lange [Ref. 2]. The dominant force is the mass
attraction of the vehicle for the proof mass. This force will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the following sections. In order of size,
the next two effects are the electric field forces of the position
sensor and the magnetic force due to magnetic field gradients in the
cavity. Other forces produce less than 10- 1 3 g disturbance.
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If an electrostatic position sensor is used, careful design of the
position sensor geometry and excitation levels will yield electric
-11
field specific forces no larger than 0.2 x 10 g. For optical
-13
sensors, the forces are even less--on the order of 1 X 10 g or less.
The effect of magnetic field gradients can be minimized by mini-
mizing the magnetic susceptance of the proof mass. This can be done by
making it of an alloy of a diamagnetic material, such as gold, and a
paramagnetic material, such as platinum. It is estimated that with
a 70/30 mix of gold and platinum, the magnetic specific forces will be
-12
less than 10 g.
3. Mass Attraction
a. General design considerations. The largest force exerted
on the proof mass is due to the mass attraction of the vehicle. Since
some relative motion of proof mass beyond the controller deadband is
necessary to actuate the controller, and since there will be position
sensor null uncertainties, the proof mass will never be exactly at
the geometric center of the cavity. Thus, the force due to mass
attraction force gradient, as well as the direct force, must be con-
sidered as a mass attraction disturbance to the proof mass. The
specific force exerted by a particle of mass M at distance R is
F GM R
= m - R R2TR-
-10 2 2
where G = 0.667 x 10- 10 N m2/kg2 . The force due to an extended
body is the vector sum of the force of each element of mass. The
gradient of this force vector is a dyadic representing the rate of
change of force with position of the proof mass.
If the vehicle could be built as a perfect sphere of uniformly
distributed mass with a hollow cavity at the center, there would be
no vehicle mass attraction for the proof mass anywhere in the cavity.
This is not practical, but the vehicle mass distribution should be
made as symmetrical as possible and parts should be kept as far as
possible from the proof mass. In this way, there is at least some
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cancellation of mass attraction forces, and an attenuation due to the
I/R 2  dependence of the forces.
b. Mass attraction as a function of vehicle geometry. The
magnitudes of expected mass attraction specific forces and force
gradients at the sensor null point are very much dependent on vehicle
geometry. Two different vehicle concepts will be discussed to illus-
trate the magnitudes of the mass attraction forces.
For an 80 kg gravity stabilized vehicle with 85% of the vehicle
mass at the ends of 3 m booms on either side of the vehicle mass
center, and 15% contained within a 0.3m x 0.3m cylinder at the
mass center, the total uncompensated mass attraction specific force
is about 2 10 10g. The specific force gradient components have
magnitudes of about 1 x 10- 11 g/mm. These are the body-fixed forces.
To achieve a total intrack contribution of less than 10-11 g, one
can very carefully calculate the forces and use small compensation
mass to trim (an approach which is extremely tedious and expensive
since the calculation accuracy required is about 0.1% for most of the
major components). Conversely, the vehicle can be spun about the
vertical axis with a vertically oriented momentum wheel in one of the
end bodies to cancel vertical momentum. As discussed in Section C,
this spinning reduces the intrack effect of the forces in the plane
of spin to an acceptable level, but a 1% level of mass dis-
tribution bookeeping and compensation is still required to insure that
the axial force intrack component due to attitude libration is less
than 10-11 g,
The second concept is a spin-stabilized vehicle orientated with
its spin axis nominally normal to the orbit plane. In this case, the
total vehicle mass is much closer to the proof mass so the general
mass attraction force environment is stronger. The mass attraction
forces in the plane normal to the spin are attenuated due to spin
averaging so the dominant intrack perturbations are due to the intrack
component of axial force from attitude errors, and proof mass intrack
hang-off with respect to the sensor null in the presence of mass
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attraction gradient (Section C). To achieve the total body-fixed
-10
mass attraction specific force of 3 x 10 10g and force gradient of
3 x 10 g/mm used as a basis for the preliminary vehicle configura-
tion in Section E, it is required that the vehicle mass distribution
be calculated and compensated to about 1 percent.
B. TRAPPING CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF
SPINNING SATELLITES
The design of a translation controller for a spinning satellite
typically includes a deadspace to eliminate chatter. This design
feature and the inability to locate precisely the center of mass give
rise to a phenomenon called trapping that potentially could waste
significant amounts of propellant during periods of no external dis-
turbing forces. A theory has been developed and experimentally veri-
fied that explains the role of these factors and provides insight
into the effect of other control parameters. A detailed description
of the analysis and experimental verification of the trapping phe-
nomenon is contained in Ref. 15. The following is a summary of this
material.
The trapping phenomenon is simply a stable equilibrium of the
vehicle/controller equations of motion that continuously uses pro-
pellant. Such equilibrium points are expected in the presence of large
disturbing forces or large center-of-mass (c.m.) offsets; however,
the more important aspect is that the phenomenon is possible with no
disturbing forces and no c.m. offsets. Careful selection of the dead-
space shape and control system parameters minimizes the susceptibility
of a system to becoming trapped; however, in many missions, use of a
c.m. estimator will be required to eliminate the c.m. location uncer-
tainty as a source of trapping and its associated propellant wastage.
A linear translation control law for a spinning satellite [Ref. 16]
in the plane of spin is
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f cx - kp[xb + (Ub - Yb)
fcy =  - kp[b +(vb sb ]
where
fcx) fcy = the control forces
k = the position gain
Y = the ratio of velocity to position gain
w = the satellite spin rateS
Xbl Yb = the proof mass position coordinates relative
to the satellite
Ub' Vb = the proof mass velocity coordinates relative to
the spinning satellite.
The spin dynamics do not affect the control along the spin axis;
therefore, in studying the effects of spin, this direction need not
be considered.
This linear control law has been modified by some form of a dead-
space in the laboratory mechanizations at Stanford. One natural
mechanization is the square deadspace which is defined in Fig. IV-3
ex, Gy
rr -d
FIG. IV-3. SQUARE DEADSPACE DEFINITION
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where
e'x = xb + Y(ub- WsYb)
(4.2)
e = b + Y(vb +  sXb)
f = - k e
cx p x
(4.3)
f = - k e
cy p y
Another mechanization results in a circular deadspace and is
given by
e'
e = e' _i r
x x r d
e' if r > r
e = e' -
- y r
y y r d (4.4)
e = O
x if r < rd
e = O
y
where
2 2
r = e't + e'
y x
rd = size of deadspace in both x and y
directions .
The factors influencing the trapping phenomenon are:
(1) the location of the center of mass,
(2) the deadspace shape and size, rd
(3) control parameters: k, w .
Typically, the nondimensional parameter k p/Ws2 will be >> 1. This
is necessary for well-damped controller roots as well as satisfying
a requirement that the controller be able to provide sufficient thrust
to capture the proof mass when initially riding on the cavity walls.
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Assuming kp/w >> 1, Fig. IV-4 shows the amount of c.m. offset
allowable before trapping occurs. The importance of deadspace shape
and the control parameter yws is demonstrated in the figure. Note
that for a square deadspace, the controller will be trapped with no
c.m. offset if II< 1. For k p/s 2 < 1, the system is much less
susceptible to trapping. See Ref. 17 for a detailed analysis of this
class of systems.
Most practical control mechanizations will include on-off pro-
pulsive devices. Therefore, even during periods of zero disturbing
forces, a limit cycle will exist which uses propellant. For an assesss-
ment of the importance of the trapping phenomenon, its control effort
(or propellant consumption) must be compared with a system which is
not trapped (or "limit cycling"). Typical on-off controllers for
1/s2  plants limit cycle with a phase plane trajectory as shown in
Fig. IV-5 when there are no disturbing forces [181. The control
effort during these limit cycles is
W 
_ _) (4.5)d
s
where
Av = minimum permissible impulse
d = deadspace size .
In a two-axis non-spinning system, both axes are simultaneously
in the limit cycle, therefore
S1 (Av) 2 . (46)
2 rd
In a spinning I/s2  system, no stable limit cycles have been observed,
but experimental observations of control effort on the laboratory
simulator approximate that given by Eq. 4.6. Therefore, a spinning
system with no external disturbing forces acting on it is either in
a limit cycle requiring the control effort given by Eq. 4,6, or it is
trapped requiring a control effort given by the trapped equilibrium
solution.
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Figures IV-6 and IV-7 show the control effort vs c.m. for several
selected values of control parameters, as well as the square and
circular deadspaces. The nondimensional parameter (k /W 2 ) = 15 in
both figures which represents the class of controllers where k p/W 2 >
p s
In Fig. IV-6 the control effort takes a jump upward from the limit
cycling value given by Eq. 4.6 to the w resulting from the trapped
equilibrium solution for the square and circular deadspace. The jump
occurs at the c.m. displacement equal to r* (see Fig. IV-4) for
the corresponding deadspace shape. Two of the curves drawn in Fig.
IV-6 represent the yw s yielding the maximum r*, one curve repre-
sents the mechanized values on the laboratory simulator (yes = 1,
square deadspace) before knowledge existed of the trapping phenomenon,
and the lower curve represents a control law with the estimated c.m.
location as the control center, thereby eliminating k dependence on
the c.m. location. The fact that the trapped control effort in Fig.
IV-6 is higher in all cases than the limit cycling control effort is
a result of the value chosen for the nondimensional minimum impulse
parameter Av/rd s. In Fig. IV-6, Av/rd s was chosen to be 2/3,
a value representing the maximum jet pressure on the laboratory simu-
lator at ws = 1 rad/sec. Most drag-free satellite designs considered
have typical values of Av/rd s < 2/3 at ws > 0.1 rad/sec and the
conclusions from Fig. IV-6 are not changed for these cases. For the
class of systems represented by Fig. IV-6, the penalty in control
effort due to the trapping phenomenon is substantital and systems should
be designed to minimize the possibility of this event.
Given any minimum impulse (1v) and deadspace (rd), it is always
possible to pick the spin rate (Ws) low enough so that Av/rdws : 4/3.
This case is represented in Fig. IV-7 and for this class of systems,
the trapping phenomenon is not as important a design factor. Since
the control effort due to the phenomenon is that required to maintain
the c.m. in a circular trajectory at the spin rate, the result that
lowering the spin rate decreases the importance of the phenomenon is
not unexpected.
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The analysis of the trapping phenomenon has assumed the existence
of the ws cross-coupling terms in the control law. For very low
spin rates, it may be desirable to omit these terms. The analysis
of the phenomenon applies to this case if yws is assumed equal to
zero. Figure IV-4 indicates that the system is trapped for all dead-
space shapes with no c.m. offset when yws = O. As a result, to avoid
propellant wastage in spinning drag-free satellites without the yw
s
cross-coupling terms v/rd s must be >> 1.
The validity of the trapping phenomenon analysis has been verified
experimentally on a laboratory simulator of the drag-free satellite
translation control system. The simulator floats on an air bearing
over a level granite table [Ref. 19] about a proof mass which is
attached to the table. Thus, the orbital equations of motion of the
relative position between satellite and proof mass are duplicated in
the laboratory. External disturbing forces are simulated by introdu-
cing a bias in the table leveling device, thus producing accurate,
small (< 1 arc sec) table tilt angles. A small analog computer ad-
jacent to the simulator aided in the data evaluation. Figure IV-8
is a picture of the laboratory apparatus.
Associated with the trapping verification is the c.m. estimation
research. The analytical aspects of these concepts have been reported
previously in Ref. 8, and a detailed description is contained in Ref.
15. By estimating the c.m. and controlling to this location rather
than the position sensor null point, c.m. offsets are eliminated as a
factor in the trapping phenomenon and the design requirements of a
spinning drag-free satellite are simplified. Figure IV-9 is a picture
of the electronic package with one of the two c.m. estimator cards
extended for viewing.
The control law in the simulator was mechanized with a circular
deadspace and the c.m. estimator on an optional basis. Without the
c.m. estimator operative, the control effort was determined at various
locations of the c.m., thus experimentally duplicating the analytical
curves given in Fig. IV-6. This comparison is shown in Fig. IV-10.
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The control effort was also determined with the c.m. estimator opera-
tive and, as expected, the c.m. location had very little influence
on it. These results are shown in Fig. IV-11.
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In summary, the trapping phenomenon has been analyzed in detail
with the important aspects verified experimentally. The important
parameters are TWs the deadspace shape, c.m. location uncertainty,
and Av/rds. If Av/rdws << 1, trapping is an important design con-
sideration, and the deadspace shape and yws must be selected care-
fully to minimize the effects of the phenomenon. The expected error
in physically locating the center of mass and the sensor null at the
same point and maintaining the alignment throughout the satellite life-
time determines whether c.m. estimation techniques also must be em-
ployed in these cases. If Av/rd s  1, trapping is not a major
design factor; however, control effort can be reduced by judicious
selection of yw s . If Av/rdws > 1 (typically only true when
s << 0.1 rad/sec), trapping considerations can be ignored.
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This analysis has shown the conditions that must be met to pre-
vent possible propellant wastage caused by the trapping phenomenon.
The experimental results reveal that, when not trapped and when no
external forces are present, the propellant consumption in the spin-
ning case approximates the theoretical nonspinning propellant con-
sumption. As a result, if a spinning drag-free satellite is designed
so that the trapping phenomenon will not occur, no penalty in pro-
pellant for translation control is incurred by the spin.
C. INTEGRAL CONTROL OF A SPINNING DRAG-FREE SATELLITE
TO REDUCE TRAJECTORY ERRORS DUE TO MASS ATTRACTION
The mass attraction force of the satellite on the proof mass is
the largest force perturbing the satellite from an orbit which is
solely under the influence of planetary gravity. For some drag-free
satellite applications, it is desirable to reduce the effect of this
perturbation force.
1. Disturbing Forces on the Satellite
Since the satellite will be spinning, the mass attraction force
at the sensor null point will not produce long-term trajectory errors.
However, due to the inability to precisely locate every mass element
in the satellite, there will be non-zero mass attraction gradients.
This implies that forces which disturb the satellite may result in a
mass attraction force on the proof mass due to the gradients.
A disturbing force which is fixed to the satellite (e.g., control
jet gas leak) will cause a proof mass displacement which is constant
in any satellite fixed reference frame. Therefore, any resulting mass
attraction force will be modulated by the satellite spin, and no long-
term trajectory error will result.
Of the disturbance forces not fixed to the satellite, only the
constant atmospheric drag force will cause significant trajectory
errors. The reason is that in the presence of constant atmospheric
drag, the proof mass displacement, and the resulting force caused by
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mass attraction gradients, will be systematically in the intrack
direction. Hence, the mass attraction force is not averaged by the
satellite spin and will cause an intrack trajectory error on the order
of 150 km after one year
2. Integral Control Equations
To reduce trajectory errors caused by mass attraction force, a
control center bias
x c -I 
-k (4.
where
k = integral control gain
c cos(wht)
A sin(wht)
Wh = satellite spin frequency plus orbital frequency
I'hc 
- I xbi dt (4.8)
I vc_ o LYbij
b b(4.9)
This was calculated in Ref. 15 assuming a first-order mass attrac-
tion gradient of 10- 10 g/mm and
drag force
(satellite mass)(control gain)
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is introduced. The control law then becomes
fcx = - kpx b - xu + y(ub - wsYb)]  (4 .10a)
f cy =  kYb - + u (vb + xb)] (4.10b)
where fcx fcy, kp Xb yb Ub' Vb , y and Ws are as defined in Sec-
tion B.
The bias acts to move and keep the proof mass at the control sensor
null point in the presence of constant atmospheric drag.
3. Stability Analysis of Integral Control
Through the use of frequency symmetry [Ref. 17], a root locus can
be constructed for the integral controlled system. This is done in
Fig. IV-12 for two values of k . Note that only half of the root
locus plot is shown; and that the complete plot is symmetric about the
a axis. Three parameters are needed to define the root locus loca-
tions, yws, k and k . k is lower bounded by the fact that it mustp c p
be large enough to move the proof mass away from the cavity wall if it
were pushed against the wall at spinoff from the booster. This requires
2
-f = k r > wr
c pc sc
or (4.11)
k >
p s
where r = radius of the satellite cavity.
Increasing yws moves the pole at 
-0.1, 0.1 in Fig. IV-13 to-
wards the jW axis, while decreasing yws moves it away from the jw
axis. Therefore, yw must be low enough (< 3) such that there is
sufficient damping. A third consideration in choosing yws is trapping
susceptibility discussed in Section B.
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4. Effectiveness of Integral Control
Computer simulations of integral on-off control with deadspace
[Ref. 171, which will be used in practice, showed that the stability
analysis of the preceding section is valid. Figure IV-14 shows a
plot of xbi(t) obtained from these simulations.
These simulations showed that k << A is necessary to avoid
c s
interference with the basic non-integral translational control, in
agreement with the root locus analysis.
With on-off control, the proof mass is not driven and kept at the
sensor null point. This is expected, since the control force magnitude
cannot be decreased, as needed when the proof mass is very close to the
null point, and overshoot occurs. This implies a nonzero average mass
attraction force. Assuming the same values as in Section 1 above, the
trajectory error of 150 km is reduced to 72 m with the use of a
perfectly mechanized integral, on-off control with deadspace.
In mechanizing an on-off integral controller with deadspace, there
are several factors which may cause a total intrack trajectory error
(due to mass attraction) of more than 72m per year. These are
analyzed below.
5. Mechanization Errors
The error analyses were done with the following assumptions:
(1) mass attraction gradient in the orbital plane is equal
to 10-10g/mm, and the mass attraction force normal
to the orbital plane is equal to 3 10-10g;
(2) no knowledge of the mass attraction properties of the
satellite is assumed;
(3) control gain k c = 4 x 10- 3 1/sec.
(4) digital mechanization of the controller equations;
(5) spin rate wh = 0.1 rad/sec;
(6) atmospheric drag acceleration of 10- 3 to 10- 5 mm/sec2
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FIG. IV-14: PLOT OF xbi(t) FROM COMPUTER SIMULATION
OF THE INTEGRAL CONTROLLED SYSTEM (on-off
with deadspace) WITH
kc = 0.004 1/sec
deadspace size = 0.1 mm
control force level = 0.05 mm/sec 2
control pulse width = 0.02 sec
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a. Spin rate mechanization error. With a spin rate (w h) mech-
3h
anization error of 10- 3 rad/sec, both analytical and computer simula-
tion methods show an intrack trajectory error of approximately 800 m
per year. This assumes no horizon information is available to the con-
troller. Because of the magnitude of this error, it may be desirable
to update the controller's attitude reference from horizon sensor in-
formation.
b. Attitude errors. Assuming a satellite spin axis misalignment
with the orbit plane normal of 2 arc sec, a trajectory error of
45 m results.
c. Trajectory error due to limit cycle behavior of the proof mass.
With on-off integral control with deadspace, typical time histories of
the proof mass position are limit cycles about the sensor null point.
If this limit cycle's frequency wZcp is in resonance with certain
multiples of the spin rate, mass attraction gradients will cause long
term trajectory errors.
The largest of these trajectory errors, about 100 cm after four
months of resonance, occurs if wc =2 h = 0.2 rad/sec. This error
-5
decreases to 2 m if W = 2 wh + 10 . Since . is proportional
to the atmospheric drag force, the orbital altitude can be chosen such
that W c - 2 h < 10 - 5  rad/sec. The other resonant frequencies
(W kc = Wh' w)c = 2/3 Wh, etc.) cause maximum trajectory errors of
much less than 100 m.
6. Conclusion
This controller can reduce intrack trajectory error to 920 m
per year (corresponding to an average force of - 10 3g). This assumes
a spin rate mechanization error of 0.001 rad/sec, a satellite spin
axis misalignment with the orbit plane normal of 2 arc sec, and
orbital altitude chosen such that the resulting proof mass limit cycle
-5
frequency is 10-5 rad/sec away from resonant frequencies. Alternately,
-11
if the goal of drag-free performance is on the order of 10 g, the
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integral controller has the effect of relaxing the cost and effort
required to minimize mass attraction levels in the design and fabri-
cation of the satellite.
D. ATTITUDE/TRANSLATIONAL COUPLING IN A
GRAVITY STABILIZED DRAG-FREE SATELLITE
At various points in our work on the application of the drag-free
principle to geodesy, it has been suggested that a gravity stabilized
vehicle might be used.
For a drag-free, gravity stabilized satellite, the relative posi-
tion sensor null point and the thrustor lines of action will not be
coincident with the vehicle mass center. Thus, attitude motion is
sensed by the translational control system and translation control
produces moments. The resulting coupling between the attitude and
translational motions can cause attitude instabilities. In some cases,
the phase shift which degrades the stability is introduced by the
orbital dynamics in a unique interaction of the feedback with the
passive attitude control and orbital mechanics.
An investigation of the coupling in the plane of the orbit was
performed [Refs. 8, 20]. An extension of this work to the roll/yaw
motion was performed under Navy sponsorship and the results of this
extension are documented in Ref. 21.
In both the planar and roll/yaw cases, the derived relationships
are functions of the position sensor null offset, thrustor moment arms
and null offsets are less than a few centimeters.
E. PRELIMINARY VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
The guidelines given to Stanford by NASA* for a first geodesy
Mr. Jerome Rosenberg, NASA Headquarters
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drag-free satellite suggested a minimum design containing just those
features essential to the drag-free geodesy mission. In keeping to
these guidelines, the philosophy has been to select the simplest satel-
lite design which yields adequate drag-free performance to demonstrate
the principle and obtain some new geodesy information.
1. Proof Mass Disturbance Considerations
Typical conventional satellites encounter nongravitational specific
-8 -6
forces on the order of 10 g to 10 g, primarily due to atmospheric
drag and solar pressure. In a drag-free satellite, these forces are
completely shielded from the proof mass and therefore do not disturb
its trajectory. However, other forces do act on the proof mass and
must be considered in drag-free satellite design. The major disturbing
forces are (refer to IV, Sect. A above)
(a) mass attraction of the outer satellite;
(b) electrostatic force from the capacitive position sensor;
(c) magnetic force from the earth's field.
The last two forces can be limited by careful design to be on the
order of 10 -12g but are not major design constraints. The mass
attraction force of the satellite for the proof mass, is the major
disturbing force perturbing the proof mass from an orbit solely under
the influence of planetary gravity.
The intrack orbit direction is significantly more sensitive (see
IV, Sect. A above) to disturbing forces than the other axes. There-
fore, the constant body-fixed portion of the mass attraction forces
can be averaged in this sensitive axis by spinning the satellite about
an axis normal to the intrack direction. Typically, the mass attrac-
tion forces are predominately constant body-fixed; therefore, spinning
provides a substantial reduction in orbit perturbations due to mass
attraction forces. This factor and simplified attitude control pro-
vide the motivation for spinning the satellite.
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2. Tracking Considerations
In Section I, two distinct drag-free missions were discussed.
For determining spatial variations in the gravity field, a low orbit
is desirable and satellite-to-satellite tracking and very high track-
ing accuracy (1 meter) are essential. For determining temporal
variations in the gravity field, a 1050 km circular orbit is re-
commended and satellite-to-satellite tracking is recommended but not
essential. Tracking accuracy need not be great since very long term
effects are of interest. To track a drag-free satellite from syn-
chronous orbit requires a highly directional antenna (approximately
10 db gain in the synchronous satellite direction and introduces a
complication in the design of any satellite but particularly in a
spinning satellite. Antenna directionality in spinning satellites has
been achieved by despinning the antenna either electrically or mechan-
ically. Because of the desirability of rotating all satellite parts
about the proof mass to average the mass attraction forces, an elec-
trically despun antenna is the preferred choice if satellite-to-satel-
lite tracking is used.
3. Satellite Configuration
The simplest satellite consistent with the NASA Guideline, and
able to fly at the earliest date (even before satellite-to-satellite
tracking is a reality) will
(1) be spin stabilized to obtain a high degree
of cancellation of internal proof mass perturbation
without excessive costs;
(2) emphasize the determination of the temporal gravity
variation (i.e., 1050 km circular orbit) although some
higher harmonic data will be obtained;
(3) not use satellite to satellite tracking on the first
flight.
The decision to spin is primarily influenced by the reduced
effort and cost required in the design and construction of the satel-
lite to achieve low mass attraction force levels. Satellites designed
for determination of the temporal gravity variations yield a simpler
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.design because characteristics of the long term drift over many orbits
are sought in this mission and therefore high precision tracking is not
essential. Satellite-to-satellite tracking, while offering great
potential for precision tracking if available for the first mission
and especially for subsequent low altitude missions, is not an essen-
tial element of the high altitude mission.
In the event that satellite-to-satellite tracking is available,
the choice of a spinning satellite is not so clear. The mass attrac-
tion design complications in a nonspinning spacecraft must be weighed
against the antenna despin complications in light of the mission re-
quirements which involves both the level of perturbations and track-
ing to decide if the spinning satellite remains the attractive design.
4. Spin Orientation
In the discussion of the relationship between spin and mass
attraction effects, it was stated that the spin axis must be perpen-
dicular to the orbit intrack direction. Spin axes aligned either nor-
mal to the orbit plane or with the vertical are therefore possible
choices. Spin about the vertical requires a momentum cancelling wheel
to allow earth rate precession and makes gravity gradient attitude
stabilization possible. Spin about the orbit normal requires an
active attitude control system, however, the spin itself provides a
stable reference. Attitude control accuracy is also a factor since
misalignments of the spin axis cause mass attraction forces along the
spin axis to couple into the sensitive intrack direction. The best
compromise between simplicity and attitude control accuracy was judged
to be the configuration with active attitude control and spin about
the orbit normal.
5. Design Features
A preliminary drag-free satellite design based on the fundamental
considerations described above is depicted in Fig. IV-15. The design
is based on a cold gas translation control system and a magnetic
attitude control system.
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A pulsed plasma translation control design was also studied and
yields significantly longer lifetimes and is described later. However,
at the design altitude (1050 km) the cold gas system easily provides
lifetimes on the order of a year or longer. The spherical propellant
tanks are sized for 200 lb-sec of Freon 14 (Isp = 40 sec) at 1500
psi and 100 0F, all easily obtainable with standard techniques.
Figure IV-16 shows the lifetime and average control force levels
vs orbit altitude for both the cold gas (200 lb-sec of propellant)
system and the pulsed plasma (2000 lb-sec of propellant) system. The
cross sectional area assumed in these calculations is based on the
enlarged (42") SCOUT shroud which will be available in 1974.
The equipment list with estimated weights and power requirement
is contained in Table IV-I. The estimated total weight of 146 lbs
is comfortably within the 160 lb. capability for a polar SCOUT launch
into a circular 1050 km orbit (Fig. IV-17). The average and maximum
power requirements can also be met by locating solar cells on all sat-
ellite surfaces. The assumptions used in this analysis are outlined
in Table IV-2.
Considerations in the design of translation controllers for
spinning satellites are contained in Sections B and C, as well as
Ref. 15. Attitude control of a spinning drag-free satellite has also
been reported in a recent thesis [22]. A block diagram of the con-
trol system as needed for the preliminary design in Fig. IV-15 is
shown in Fig. IV-18.
All components in the design layout have been placed in as sym-
metrical a manner as possible. Ideally, the satellite would consist
of a homogenous spherical shell because the mass attraction force on
the proof mass would then be zero for all proof mass positions within
the cavity. This is impossible to achieve in the actual design, of
course, but serves as a guide in locating components about the proof
mass.
In the equipment list (Table IV-1), components have been divided
into two categories: (1) those essential to satisfactory performance
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FIG. IV-16. LIFETIME AND FORCE LEVEL VS ALTITUDE
TABLE IV-1
EQUIPMENT LIST
Essential Components Weight Power watts)
(ibs) Maximum Minimum
Structure 30
Translation control electronics 5 3 3
Cold gas propulsion (200 lb-sec) 25
Telemetry and other processing 10 5 5
Command receiver 2 1 1
STADAN (S-Band) 10 10 3
Attitude control electronics 5 2 2
Magnet coils 2 1 0.5
Power conditioning 5
Batteries 7
Solar panels 15
Horizon sensor 3 1 1
Wobble damper 3
Despin 3
Components for Data Improvement
Star sensor 6 1 0.5
Sun sensors < 0.1 - -
Corner reflectors 2 - -
TRANET Doppler tracking 13 5 5
146 lbs 29 21
TOTAL
66 kg
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FIG. IV-18. SCOUT PERFORMANCE
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Table IV-2
SOLAR CELL POWER
Assumptions
1. spin rate = 1 rpm
2. spin axis normal to orbit plane
3. solar cells on side 600 => 45 mw/cell
4. solar cells on end L 1050 = 35 mw/cell
5. minimum % of sun available: 0.65 (assumes orbital alti-
tude 1 200 n.mi.)
6. packing factor for sides = 0.85
7. packing factor for ends = 0.80
8. solar cell type:
2 X 2 cm, N/P, silicon
20 - cm, 12 mil thick
active area = 3.9 cm 2
9. power loss in blocking diodes = 2 watts
10. area used by single cell in layout = 0.66 in2
11. satellite is a 30-inch diameter cylinder, 30 inches long
Power Output - Sun Line Normal to Orbit
1. projected area = 705 in2
2. usable projected area = (705)(0.8) = 564 in2
3. number of cells = (564)/(0.66) = 850 cells
4. power in sunlight (and orbit average) = (850)(0.035) =
30 watts less 2 watts blocking diodes
5. Net Orbit Average Power: 28 watts
Power Output - Sun Line in Orbit Plane
1. projected area = 900 in2
2. usable projected area = (900)(0.85) = 765 in2
3. number of cells = (765)/(0.66) = 1150 cells
4. power in sunlight = (1150)(0.045) = 51.8 watts
5. orbit average = (51.8)(0.65) = 33 watts
less 2 watts blocking diodes
6. Net Orbit Average Power: 31 watts
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FIG. IV-18. CONTROL SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
of the satellite, and (2) those for data evaluation and improvement.
In the latter category, the star and sun sensors would be beneficial
to the data reduction by providing accurate attitude information.
This information could then be used to correlate any observed systematic
orbit errors with body fixed disturbing forces. The three sun sensors
are inexpensive and very light weight and are therefore an attractive
choice. The star slit sensor, while being substantially more accurate,
is heavier, more expensive, and consumes more power; therefore, it
becomes an optional component. The corner reflectors for laser track-
ing and the TRANET tracking system equipment both aid in establishing
the orbit more precisely than that obtainable with the S-Band tracking
system. Since the primary purpose of the geodesy mission is to extract
useful information about the earth from the tracking data of the sat-
ellite, many accurate sources of tracking data will enhance the primary
goal of the mission. Corner reflectors are light and consume no
power, therefore, they should certainly be included. The TRANET
Doppler tracking system would nicely complement the S-Band by allowing
use of many more tracking stations. However, data availability would
have to be established in sufficient time for proper interfacing of
the equipment with the satellite.
6. Alternate Design
For low altitude missions designed for determination of the spatial
gravity variations, a mission suggested by the Williamstown Study of
August 1969 [Ref. 10],achieving satisfactory lifetimes is a critical
area of study in drag-free satellite design. An alternate design was
considered which is applicable to the low altitude mission. The
propulsion system selected is the pulsed plasma system [Ref. 24] flown
successfully on the LES-6 satellite. This design is shown in Fig.
IV-19 and the equipment list given in Table IV-3. The lifetime of this
design is plotted with the cold gas configuration in Fig. IV-16, and
is longer due to the increase in impulse available. The power require-
ments in Table IV-3, however, are based on an average orbit altitude
of 500 km. Mission altitudes below 500 km would require larger solar
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TABLE IV-3
EQUIPMENT LIST
Weight Power (watts)
Essential Components (Ibs) Maximum Minimum
Structure 30
Translation control electronics 5 3 3
Pulsed plasma propulsion 15 4 4
(200 lb-sec & 500 km orbit)
Telemetry and other processing 10 5 5
Command receiver 2 1 1
STADAN (S-Band) 10 10 3
Attitude control electronics 5 2 2
Magnet coils 2 1 0.5
Power conditioning 5
Batteries 7
Solar panels 15
Horizon sensor 3 1 1
Wobble damper 3
Despin 3
Components for Data Improvement
Star sensor 6 1 0.5
Sun sensor <0.1 - -
Corner reflectors 2 - -
TRANET Doppler tracking 13 5 5
136 lbs 33 25
TOTAL
62 kg
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arrays than those assumed in Table IV-2.
Most other features of this configuration are identical to the
cold gas design features already discussed. An exception to this is
the magnet coils for attitude torquing. The single skewed coil
arrangement included in Fig. IV-19 was discussed by Sorensen [22]
and is applicable to either drag-free satellite design. Although
the single coil is lighter and usually consumes less power, the satel-
lite may be less convenient to assemble with this arrangement.
F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, it is recommended that to determine temporal varia-
tions in the gravity field:
(1) The orbit be
a) of inclination 700 to 800 (to get at least one
revolution of the node in a year);
b) nearly circular;
c) of 1050 km altitude (period 106.4 min., avoiding
commensurability with anything less than a 2 7th
degree tesseral harmonic);
(2) The drag-free capability last at least one year;
(3) The tracking be from a distant satellite, if possible.
But if from the ground, the stations should be well
distributed, say, at least one per 900 x 900 x 900
quadrant of the globe.
For determining spatial variations, lower altitude operation is
possible with drag-free satellites. The altitude selection is essen-
tially a trade-off between tracking requirements, propulsion system
capability vs lifetime, and the reduction in altitude which enhances
the effects of the higher harmonics of the fixed gravitational field.
Furthermore, a theory is being developed for nearly circular orbits
which will facilitate data reduction for this type of mission.
The feasibility of all aspects of spinning drag-free satellite
design have been established and most aspects demonstrated in the
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laboratory. Some preliminary design has been accomplished for flight
vehicles and the carryover of flight design from our work on the Navy's
drag-free Navigation Satellite is significant. As a result of our
design effort, we feel a first drag-free geodesy satellite can, and
should, take advantage of spin as a means of lowering cost, and im-
proving performance.
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